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Abstract: ‘Marginal’ urban settlements can be assumed as specific locations within a metropolitan
area that are unable to attract (incoming) commuter flows. The official statistical system of Italy
(headed by the National Statistical Institute, Istat) introduced a summary index of ‘urban marginality’
following the original definition proposed by a national, ad hoc Parliamentary Committee and
assessing together social vulnerability and material deprivation at a sufficiently detailed spatial
scale. More specifically, the index—intended as a composite indicator of territorial marginality with
a normative meaning—was calculated as a specific elaboration of the commuting matrix derived
from decadal population censuses considering a municipal-level resolution. In this perspective,
the ability of a given municipality to attract bigger (or smaller) inflows than outflows, indicates a
specific demand for services allowing the identification of (respectively) central places and peripheral
locations. Starting from the index described above, our study generalizes this approach to a wider
background context, investigating the roles of spatial scale and geographical coverage. By providing
a novel (functional) approach to centrality and periphery, we analyzed commuting patterns at a
submunicipal level, indirectly focusing on patterns and processes of local development. A spatial
clustering of a standardized polarization index quantifying home-to-work daily travels delineated
submunicipal (homogeneous) areas taken as sinks (centers) or sources (peripheries) of commuter
flows. The empirical results also demonstrate that spatial neighborhoods (i.e., contiguity order)
did not affect the functional classification of a given territory as derived from spatial clustering.
Our approach provides a dynamic and innovative interpretation of metropolitan hierarchy using
simplified data derived from population censuses.

Keywords: spatial clustering; commuting patterns; official statistics; Southern Europe

1. Introduction

An extensive debate on the physical delimitation of cities from both positive and
normative perspectives has arisen in recent decades [1–3], and the operational identification
of city boundaries and the intrinsic relation with neighboring territories—both towns and
villages—have become challenging tasks in official statistics [4–6]. Consensus exists on
the fact that, while cities exist independently of their administrative boundaries [7] an
accurate assessment of the functional organization of urban agglomerations is intrinsically
influenced by the operational definition of its physical borders [8]. Classical studies in urban
economics indicate the spatial concentration of population and activities as a distinctive
feature of a given metropolis [9].

Focusing on the spatial organization of urban centers, Christaller’s central location
theory and its generalization at local/urban scales investigated the peripheral dynamics
only partially [10]—sometimes neglecting latent socioeconomic processes at the suburban
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scale [11]. Assuming cities as a central location implies a thorough definition and delimita-
tion of peripheral locations [12]. For instance, if core cities result in economic agglomeration
and a concentration of production activities [13], peripheral locations may reflect the spatial
concentration of users and consumers [14]. At the same time, peripheral districts identified
with the physical distance from downtown were sometimes recognized as economically
marginal areas [15]. However, economic marginality is a different concept from the notion
of ‘urban periphery’ [16], because economic backwardness and geographically remoteness
from a fixed center coincide only in some cases [17].

Marginality becomes a statistical issue when choosing relevant indicators and a geo-
graphical issue when identifying the appropriate survey scale [18]. Moving from global to
local scales, increasingly diversified concepts of ‘centers‘ and ‘periphery’ were proposed
in operational exercises delineating the boundaries of individual cities and neighboring
districts [19–21]. This can be theoretically difficult when studying the metropolitan dynam-
ics in Europe, a continent of ‘sticky urban boundaries’—following the seminal definition
of Cheshire and Magrini [22]. With this perspective in mind, complex socioeconomic pro-
cesses, such as residential neighborhoods typical of settlement sprawl, just to mention one
example, should be conceptually separated from the latent dynamics of urban marginaliza-
tion because of a structural lack in attractiveness, e.g., infrastructural shortages [23–25].

The definition of a threshold level allowing an objective (and, possibly, automatic)
determination of the physical boundaries between central and peripheral locations is a
critical example to this way of reasoning [26]. Some scholars [27] have circumvented the
problem, adopting a spatial analysis, e.g., using an empirical framework based on Local
Indicators of Spatial Association (LISA) to identify meaningful clusters that reflect central
settlements [28] In this analysis, LISA was applied to different urban functions resulting in
high-density and low-density clusters [29]. The empirical results of these works suggest
that LISA is an appropriate tool assuming the size of urban centers and their distance
as the result of the intrinsic spatial organization of metropolitan regions—intended as
a multivariate dimension of urban complexity depending on (and resulting in) specific
spatial patterns of commuting [30]. With this perspective in mind, the investigation of
peculiar patterns of population distribution over regions reduces to an empirical analysis
of commuter flows, basically home-to-work movements [31].

In the broader perspective of a commuting analysis, the issue of urban marginality
and suburban development was debated in recent times from a purely normative (policy
and planning) perspective [32,33]. In Italy, the establishment of a Parliamentary Commis-
sion, whose work supported legislative decisions on spatial planning, was established
by a resolution of the Italian Chamber of Deputies in July 2016, with the main task of
formulating objective methodologies assessing socioeconomic marginality in central cities
and suburbs [34]. The commission evaluated a number of factors including: (i) urban
structure and the social composition of the suburbs; (ii) productive contexts and the related
indicators, such as employment rates, unemployment rates (and especially female and
youth rates), and undeclared and precarious jobs; (iii) poverty, marginality, and social
exclusion; (iv) education and training supply; (v) distribution of infrastructural resources
and mobility; (vi) distribution of collective services (schools, training, health, religious,
and cultural and sport facilities); and (vii) migrant density and the presence of specialized
organizations aimed at cultural mediation and social inclusion [35].

Notions of ‘centrality’ and ‘peripherality’ were operationalized considering a ratio
obtained as the division of the total amount of commuting inflows (number of persons)
by the total amount of commuting outflows from/to a given (administrative or physical)
spatial unit over a given time interval [36]. These definitions were presented in an official
report to the Italian parliament dated December 2017 and adopted formally in policy
exercises regarding urban planning. Peripheral locations were assumed as ‘economically
marginal’ areas considering the documented inability of a given place to attract flows of
people and services from neighboring locations [37]. Suburbs were identified as areas with
little commuting demand [38].
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Assuming city marginality as a persistent inability to attract incoming commuter flows
(in line with the original definition of the Italian Parliamentary Committee, see above),
the official statistical system of Italy (headed by the National Statistical Institute, Istat)
introduced a summary index assessing social vulnerability and material deprivation [39].
This index was calculated as a specific elaboration of the commuting matrix considering
a municipal-level resolution (Lamonica et al. [40]). In this perspective, a city’s ability
to attract greater inflows than outflows was assumed to indicate a demand for services
typical of a central place [41]. Starting from the experience described above—the activity
of the Parliamentary Committee and the related activity of official statistics bringing to
the construction of a composite index of territorial marginality with a purely normative
meaning—our study introduces the approach underlying the construction of the index to a
broader readership and generalizes it to wider background contexts, investigating the roles
of spatial scale and geographical coverage [42]. A thorough discussion of the implications
stemming from this methodology was based on an extensive literature review (Chelleri
et al. [43]) and may provide a dynamic and novel interpretation of metropolitan hierarchy.

Because our approach stems from an official statistics perspective, we adopted the
census section (i.e., enumeration district) level as the working scale for any operational
definition and data elaboration proposed in this study; countries were considered the
appropriate investigation coverage [18]. The use of the enumeration districts—a homoge-
neous spatial aggregate for both population and activities—allows overcoming the intrinsic
(operational) constraints limiting data availability at more aggregate spatial units, e.g.,
administrative boundaries, such as municipalities, whose heterogeneous geography may
negatively impact the estimation of several indicators as they were (and still are) formu-
lated and routinely calculated in official statistics [44]. The present work is organized in
sequential chapters. Section 2 provides an extensive review of the theoretical and empirical
approaches defining ‘centrality’, as opposed to the (basically under investigated) concept
of ‘peripherality’. Section 3 provides an introductory description of the marginality index
delineated by the official statistics and expands this framework to an exercise specifically re-
ferring to Italy. Section 4 illustrates the main results of this generalized approach. Section 5
discusses the relevance and novelty of the empirical results and outlines the main impli-
cations for regional policy and urban planning. Section 6 concludes the work indicating
future research targets.

2. Literature Review

Among the logical frameworks proposed so far to interpret urban growth and metropoli-
tan hierarchy, Von Thunen’s isolated city model is one of the most simple approaches, im-
plicitly leaving the relation with other cities in the foreground [45]. This model allows the
identification of urban functions related with the local market and contrasts well-organized
centers with the surrounding periphery mainly devoted to the production of primary com-
modities, including crops and wood [46]. For instance, following the assumptions of Von
Thunen’s model, the United States Bureau of Census introduced the notion of ‘Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas’ (SMSAs), defined as urban agglomerations with a minimum
population size of 200,000 inhabitants and attracting commuters from neighboring territo-
ries. In this perspective, Fujita [1] questioned the spatial organization of urban aggregates
as opposed to a dispersed pattern of metropolitan growth.

Assuming cities as externality poles, they were identified as reflecting the decline in
transport costs because of the proximity of markets and buyers [23]. In other words, if the
market becomes more concentrated, new places devoted to the production of goods may
arise in the city [2,47,48]. The functional specialization of cities implies the progressive de-
velopment of economic networks and, thus, an increasing pressure on economic agent move-
ments, modifying the spatial pattern of commuting within and between cities [31,49,50].
Considering the physical distance from central cities, [51] provided a basic theory of
metropolitan growth reconnecting economic geography and urban networks, operationally
focusing on the number of phones per city compared with the national average of the same
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variable as a proxy of urban concentration. Additional criteria were identified, for instance,
in the number of economic activities or in the synergic presence of scarce services [36].

Generalizing central location theories to vastly differentiated contexts revealed to
be a difficult task because commodity location factors determine (hardly predictable)
conditions more (or less) favorable to industrial concentration, under the assumption that
industrial location determines a concentration of labor demand [30]. At the same time,
urbanization results in peripheral (settlement) growth and the abandonment of central
districts, determining sequential waves of urban expansion and shrinkage [39]. Especially
with rising prices of real estate, the population can be forced to move to suburban locations
(e.g., [52]). In this vein, the Alonso (1968) [46] model envisages a geographical gradient in
property prices extending from urban to rural locations that may be seen as an implicit
indicator of centrality (e.g., [53]).

Marshall (2009) [54] identified the comparative advantage of central locations in the
ability to exploit scale economies. The advantages in proximity locations intended as
agglomeration economies concentrated in the Central Business Districts [55]. At the same
time, urban size and centrality strictly depend on historical factors and geomorphological
aspects, being in turn a function of both area and population [56]. To this end, urban
centrality was investigated as a result of morphology (e.g., settlement compactness), using
refined assessment techniques that assume compact settlements as central settlements
as opposed to dispersed settlements typical of the periphery [35,42,57]. Assuming local
economic systems as an outcome of the locational choice of businesses [37], Weber’s model
of the optimal location of enterprises provided an additional framework to investigate
centrality, because—as it is evident throughout historyresidential centers develop where
raw materials are concentrated [13,58,59]. Zipf’s rank-size theory inspired alternative
approaches based on a spatially explicit analysis of the potential imbalance between resident
population and employees [60–62].

While explaining—often in a simplified way—the notion of centrality, urban studies
and regional science considered commuting patterns and travel choices as ancillary indica-
tor characteristics of central (or peripheral) locations [26]. Assuming the complementarity
of places, Ullman (1941) [63] proposed a theory of displacement based on spatial economic
differences, considering ‘territorial imbalances’ (identified as the lack of a specific function,
such as population or economic activities) as an indicator of centrality (or peripherality).
Implying Ullman’s place complementarity [36], the spatial gap between housing market
prices and income levels was therefore seen at the base of intensified commuting patterns
between the suburbs and central cities [26]. In other words, Ullman (1980) [64] envisages a
block city with specialized functions and, consequently, an evident spatial segregation of
different urban [17]. The presence of some services in certain locations of the city implies
consumer mobility, e.g., to central locations [28]).

As a result, the radial consolidation of a network between economic centers of different
importance stimulates the formation of ‘edge cities’ [65]. Interpreting cities as a part of a
more complex socioeconomic system implies different (geographical and functional) levels
of analysis [66]. Within this theoretical frame, it is difficult to develop a unique indicator of
centrality explaining spatial differences at a very local scale [10]. For instance, population
density, one of the most diffused indicators of urban centrality, failed in the joint description
of residential concentration and commuting hotspots [67], confirming accessibility as a
centrality factor, as in the seminal view of Ullman (1941). To this end, commuting represents
the demand for cities in the sense understood by Ullman, as the need to reach a place to
fulfil a given demand for work or study [46].

3. Methodology
3.1. Study Area

Covering nearly 301,330 km2 of mainland, Italy is partitioned into three geographical
regions (North, Center, and South) and 20 administrative regions [56] reflecting significant
disparities as far as socioeconomic development is concerned [68]. Southern Italy was
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regarded as an economically disadvantaged district with an increasing decline after decades
of continuous population growth because of the positive natural balance (number of births
systematically higher than the number of deaths). Northern Italy, considered one of the
wealthiest regions in continental Europe, attracted people from both Southern Italy and
abroad [35]. These features make Italy a paradigmatic example of advanced economies
with important within-country disparities [69]. As in other Mediterranean countries [70],
the urban–rural divide in Italy was particularly accentuated [71], delineating different
socioeconomic contexts from large metropolitan areas (Rome, Milan, and Naples) to hyper-
rural areas (Figure 1) along the Apennine mountain chain in Central–Southern Italy [72].
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Figure 1. Population density (inhabitants/km2) in Italy at 2011 census (the specific locations of Milan:
1; Rome: 2, and Naples: 3, are shown).

A marked heterogeneity was observed in the settlement morphology and urban
structures [39]. Large cities reflect both strictly monocentric and mixed settlement models;
for instance, the Milan region is included in a broader polycentric network of urban centers,
despite downtown Milan still acting as a monocentric model at the local scale because
of the inherent density of economic activities [34]. The Naples region is basically mixed,
having a particularly compact and dense central pole surrounded by satellite cities with
intermediate densities [73]. Depending on the observation spatial scale, Rome was both
envisaged as a polycentric city at the local scale, having more physical centers within the
same municipality—the largest in Europe as far as total surface area is concerned [39]—and
as a monocentric city at the regional scale, reflecting the inherent attractiveness of the Italian
capital city on the surrounding districts [28]. The Alps and Apennines extend through the
largest part of the Italian region, leaving few spaces to flat (or gently steep) land [69]. Apart
from some port facilities, structural lacks in a modern system of railways and highways and
a spatially fragmented network of airports, limited the accessibility to Southern Italy and
the major islands [74]. Conversely, thanks to a flat land structure constituting a large part of
Northern Italy, this region developed continuously over the last century [75], concentrating
high-value activities and competitive businesses [44].
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3.2. A Global Classification of Human Settlements in Italy According to the Centrality Degree

Istat has preliminary classified the Italian territory based on three levels of centrality
(distinguishing ‘attractive’ and ‘intermediate’ from ‘peripheral’ locations), considering ser-
vice availability/concentration and comparing the results at different spatial scales using
geographical aggregates, such as local labor systems, municipalities, and submunicipal dis-
tricts in major agglomerations [18]. According to this classification, the percent share of the
population living in central areas at the last population census (2011) resulted to be rather
low, because 84.5% of the Italian population resided in a census section classified as ‘pe-
ripheral’. However, commuting to central areas revealed to be a widespread phenomenon
in Italy, and the centrality index reflects the in–out commuting ratio, calculated dividing
the total flow of the population entering a given place by the flow of the population leaving
the place for work or study [39]. The share of people in peripheral areas, i.e., residing in
locations with a centrality index < 1, was calculated on the base of the criteria elaborated
by the Parliamentary Commission. Official statistics were released at the administrative
regional level, as reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Spatial distribution of resident population in Italy by region and centrality level based on
the original ISTAT index of centrality (Section 3.2).

Region
Total Population (Inhabitants) Share of Resident Population (%)

Attractive Intermediate Peripheral Total Attractive Intermediate Peripheral

Piedmont 410,564 294,274 3,659,078 4,363,916 9.41 6.74 83.85
Aosta Valley 10,705 6300 109,801 126,806 8.44 4.97 86.59
Lombardy 870,149 617,286 8,216,716 9,704,151 8.97 6.36 84.67

Trentino Alto
Adige 104,886 62,742 861,847 1,029,475 10.19 6.09 83.72

Veneto 499,629 329,853 4,027,728 4,857,210 10.29 6.79 82.92
Friuli

Venezia
Giulia

128,922 74,857 1,015,206 1,218,985 10.58 6.14 83.28

Liguria 161,888 106,779 1,302,027 1,570,694 10.31 6.8 82.9
Emilia

Romagna 443,848 248,224 3,650,063 4,342,135 10.22 5.72 84.06

Tuscany 323,578 226,413 3,122,211 3,672,202 8.81 6.17 85.02
Umbria 90,655 52,123 741,490 884,268 10.25 5.89 83.85
Marche 145,671 98,270 1,297,378 1,541,319 9.45 6.38 84.17
Latium 525,450 303,875 4,673,561 5,502,886 9.55 5.52 84.93

Abruzzo 128,580 85,320 1,093,409 1,307,309 9.84 6.53 83.64
Molise 29,892 24,492 259,276 313,660 9.53 7.81 82.66

Campania 541,932 340,356 4,884,522 5,766,810 9.4 5.9 84.7
Apulia 375,897 232,586 3,444,083 4,052,566 9.28 5.74 84.99

Basilicata 51,971 37,501 488,564 578,036 8.99 6.49 84.52
Calabria 149,610 96,961 712,479 1,959,050 7.64 4.95 87.41

Sicily 464,517 299,273 4,239,114 5,002,904 9.28 5.98 84.73
Sardinia 123,113 100,576 1,415,673 1,639,362 7.51 6.14 86.36

Italy 5,581,457 3,638,061 50,214,226 59,433,744 9.39 6.12 84.49

3.3. A Local Classification of Human Settlements in Italy Based on Commuting

The settlement classification proposed in Section 3.2 and routinely applied in official
statistics at the national level, resulted in a centrality index related closely to the popu-
lation distribution over space and varying with the geographical resolution of the input
data [26]. Following the procedure developed by Istat (Section 3.2), the index was originally
calculated at the municipal scale with relevant values—taken as official statistics—released
by Istat at a lower spatial resolution, e.g., local labor systems [44]. In this way, the index
delineates metropolitan regions as invariably formed by a central node surrounded by
several satellite towns (Figure 2), likely demising any type of spatial heterogeneity and
possibly biasing the identification of central locations and the operational delimitation of
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central districts at a refined spatial resolution [76]. With this perspective in mind, moving
from municipalities to more detailed and disaggregated spatial units (such as the enu-
meration districts in use for population censuses) was demonstrated to assure a better
definition of the phenomenon under consideration—making the assessment of centrality
and peripherality a truly spatially explicit issue [16,21,43].
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intermediate panel; and Naples: lower panel); arrow indicates the North; stars indicate the munici-
palities of Milan, Rome, and Naples.

While maintaining the national coverage, the present works generalized the approach
described in Section 3.2 at the enumeration district level (more than 400,000 units for
Italy) with the aim of emphasizing the local dimension of urban centrality, highlighting
changes in the spatial distribution of the population as far as residence and job place are
jointly concerned [10]. When working with enumeration district data, however, values of
centrality and peripherality cannot have the same meaning in the different socioeconomic
context characteristics of countries with an intimately complex geography, as illustrated
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above in Section 3.1 for Italy. For instance, in a region with prevalently rural conditions,
a central location can be associated with an index score slightly above 1, a value that
corresponds with a noncentral location in an intermediate territory with high accessibility
and specialization, e.g., in agricultural production and manufacturing [44]. Additionally,
based on the spatial scale adopted in the present exercise, it is hard to say that an individual
enumeration district can represent a central location tout court, because this spatial domain
basically corresponds to a small part of a city (e.g., urban neighborhoods).

Based on these premises, our methodology was devoted to automatize the identifi-
cation of central and peripheral districts giving an explicit value to the spatial structure
of commuting patterns [26,37,42]. A spatially explicit analysis of commuting flows based
on Local Indicators of Spatial Association (LISA) techniques was adopted to partition the
studied territory into homogeneous clusters with specific characteristics, e.g., index values
systematically high or low [77]. The application of this methodology made it possible to
evaluate the intrinsic polarization of a sufficiently large spatial coverage (e.g., a continent, a
country, or a broad regional entity) based on commuting patterns, i.e., investigating the
spatial balance—or imbalance—of inflows and outflows [2]. A polarized area means a
series of locations with systematically positive and negative values of the index, acting
respectively as a sink and a source of commuting flows [34].

Unpolarized areas (basically a balanced territory as far as commuting patterns are
concerned) cannot be considered as central or peripheral and thus can be defined as ‘inter-
mediate’ [31]. Distortions could arise from the fact that enumeration districts are usually
unequal in size and population density. For instance, downtown census sections resulted to
be very small while those located in rural areas can reach sizes of several square kilometers.
These issues could affect the outcome of spatial clustering [78] leading to issues, such as
the Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP). However, the local Moran approach produces
a classification of areas based on the mean value of the target distribution, distinguishing
different types of clusters [79]. In combination with the use of economically homogeneous
areas, such as the enumeration districts [80], LISA may contain the impact of MAUP on
statistical outcomes [81]. With this perspective in mind, the use of LISA based on, e.g., local
Moran’s spatial autocorrelation indexes, delineated an appropriate clustering of similar
(contiguous) enumeration districts [82]. The use of local Moran’s indexes assures the identi-
fication of spatial clusters calibrated finely and tuned with the intrinsic characteristics of
the local context [28] and not directly associated with a predetermined threshold value of
the index [39], i.e., a priori selected and valid for the whole country area [26].

Calculating a Polarization Index at the Enumeration District Level

Starting from the original formulation of the Istat centrality index (Section 3.2), a
polarization index was calculated here as follows:

Pol(i, t) = log
(

enter(i, t)
s(i)

)
− log

(
exit(i, t)

s(i)

)
(1)

where Pol(i,t) is the value of the polarization index at a given i-th spatial unit and time,
enter(i,t) and exit(i,t) are the total inflows and outflows at the given i-th spatial unit and
time, and s(i) is a specific (standardization) attribute of each spatial unit. In the specific
case, the attribute coincided with the total population at the given i-th spatial unit and time.
However, differential attributes could be used for standardization purposes, e.g., the surface
area of the given i-th spatial unit. Logarithmic transformation was implemented here to
better manage casual heterogeneity in variation ranges. Given the broad heterogeneity
of the enumeration districts, few cases arose of districts where people only work (i.e.,
pure business districts with no residences). Zero residents mean that a net population
inflow was recorded in such units [18]. While this issue never arose at the municipal
level (i.e., the spatial unit of the original Istat procedure), in the present study, we applied
a scale transformation adding 1 to both inflows (enter) and outflows (exit) to avoid a
null argument.
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An additional issue stems from the fact that Pol(i,t) index values are not necessarily
in line with a priori benchmarks (based, e.g., on economic, demographic, statistical, or
planning rules). For instance, the grand average of the statistical distribution of Pol(i,t) can
be different from 0, which is the target value indicating a balanced spatial structure with
an equal amount of inflows and outflows. This suggests a generalization of the procedure
distinguishing central areas (where the commuting ratio is positive) from peripheral areas
(where the ratio is negative) by using the Pol(i,t) grand mean as the reference value. To
address such aspects, we translated the polarization index using a linear transformation,
as follows:

Pol(i, t) ∗ = Pol(i, t)− E[Pol(i, t)] (2)

where E[Pol(i,t)] is the grand average of all values of the polarization index measured
all over the country. Following Equation (2) applied to the 2011 population census data,
Pol(i,t) * assumed for Italy an average value of 0.207 with a standard deviation amounting to
1.478 (n = 402,677 enumeration districts), showing in turn a non-significant spatial structure
at the global level, with a Moran I spatial autocorrelation coefficient equal to 0.14 (p > 0.01).

3.4. The Spatial Outcome of a Polarization Index Based on LISA Clustering

Taken as the base of a spatially explicit evaluation of central (i.e., attractive) and periph-
eral (i.e., repulsive) clusters, the evaluation of spatial autocorrelation regimes in the Pol(I,t) *
index described above was carried out using Moran’s coefficients, which calculate spatial
autocorrelation based on feature positions and values at the same time [78]. Moran’s global
and local indexes of spatial autocorrelation were calculated to estimate spatial dependency
based on scatterplots [26]. The global Moran index was run adopting a sufficiently small
distance range (10 km) compatible with the geometry of the enumeration districts, produc-
ing z-scores with statistically significant levels for spatial autocorrelation at p < 0.05 [28]).
Global Moran’s autocorrelation indexes allow evaluating the degree of association between
the observed values and the spatially weighted averages of neighboring values [83–85],
using a contiguity spatial matrix assumed as the most relevant representation of the spatial
relationship for commuting inflows and outflows.

The local Moran’s indexes were finally run with the aim of assessing spatial depen-
dence in any subarea of the country. This approach identifies spatial clustering of similar
(or different) values [78]. A positive value of the local Moran’s index describes spatial
clustering of similar (high or low) values between a given district and its neighbors. A
negative value in turn indicates spatial clustering of dissimilar values [39]. Local Moran’s
homogeneous clusters of Pol(i,t) * positive values were intended as central locations. Clus-
ters were associated with a probability level indicating the statistical significance of a
territorial partition. This probability level allowed partitioning enumeration districts into
five classes (HH: clusters with systematically high (i.e., statistically significant) index values,
namely ‘central’ places; HL: clusters with index values under spatial transition from high
values to low values, namely ‘central– intermediate’ places; LH: low–high clusters, with
index values under spatial transition from low values to high values, namely ‘intermediate–
peripheral’ places; LL: clusters with systematically low index values, namely ‘peripheral’
places; and, finally, unclustered areas with indistinct and unpolarized patterns from the
‘in–out commuting flow’ perspective.

Considering their specific characteristics, HH and LL clusters were respectively associ-
ated with central and peripheral locations, reflecting the intrinsic polarization in source
and sink territories typical (but not exclusive) of metropolitan agglomerations and more
dynamic rural (accessible) areas [75]. HL and LH were regarded as transitional areas with
more balanced commuting patterns, assumed to be located, e.g., at the fringe of central
locations [35]. Insignificant clusters of enumeration districts finally indicate the balanced
and unpolarized territory typical of intermediate rural areas with medium–low population
density mostly organized in small villages and isolated settlement nuclei [14].

An indirect analysis of the result stability was finally carried out comparing the
outcomes of the procedure under five iterative solutions, i.e., based on a Queen spatial
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matrix with varying contiguity orders from 1 to 5 [80]. This exercise allows exploring
different spatial settings and relationships, moving from a strictly local scale (contiguity
order 1)—particularly appropriate to investigate centrality in urban areas under very small
spatial units—to a broader scale (contiguity order 5) appropriate to identify peripherality in
rural areas with supposedly bigger enumeration districts [39]. In this way, we intrinsically
controlled for the size of the enumeration [18], in turn providing an indirect validation of
the final outcomes of the methodology [78]. The stability of the outcomes with increasing
contiguity order was taken as evidence of the overall reliability and internal coherence of
the settlement classification [28]). The stability of the outcomes was checked calculating the
average value of Pol(i,t) * by local Moran’s clustering classification (HH, HL, LH, and LL)
and contiguity orders from 1 to 5 [26].

3.5. Testing the Spatial Stability of the Index with Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)

As stated above, working with heterogeneous spatial domains, such as the enumera-
tion districts, implies the existence of the Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP). This issue
regards the possible impact of the individual spatial unit size on the final estimation of the
target variable, namely the polarization index. In an effort to verify the internal coherence
and spatial stability of this index [37], we addressed the MAUP with an empirical approach
verifying the intrinsic relationship between the polarization index value at the enumeration
district scale and the total size (ha) of the elementary analysis of the spatial units. The
empirical test of this correlation is a particularly important issue not only for the MAUP,
but also for the internal verification of the Pol(i,t) * stability in urban and rural contexts [17].
As a matter of fact, enumeration districts are, for construction, smaller in urban areas and
larger in rural areas, and this is particularly evident in the Italian geography.

In this context, we assumed local regressions as documenting significant (or non-
significant) relationships between local index values and the size (i.e., surface area) of each
district. A nonsignificant relationship between the local Pol(i,t) * and the surface area of
enumeration districts suggest that (i) MAUP is an irrelevant problem in the data sample
analyzed here at the specified spatial scale and (ii) the spatial distribution of the local
polarization index is comparable in urban and rural areas (i.e., between larger and smaller
districts). When testing the abovementioned relationship, a local regression approach was
considered more effective than a global regression model because it takes account of the
spatial structure of the variables at stake (both the dependent variable and the predictor),
in turn providing a local estimate of the adjusted R2 and regression coefficients [28]).

This approach was operationalized by adopting a Geographically Weighted Regression
(GWR) strategy [86]. Keeping the spatial structure explicit, this approach evaluated the
impact of a predictor (surface area of each enumeration district) on the polarization index
at the same spatial scale [87]. The model’s goodness of fit was assessed using (global and
local) the R2 coefficients and t-statistics testing for significant regression coefficients at
p < 0.01. The impact of the predictor on the dependent variable was estimated using a
linear model run on standardized data [26]). By adopting a kernel function to calculate
the weights for the estimation of the local models, GWRs identify local-scale variability
in population dynamics [88]. The methodological framework characteristic of a GWR is
similar to that of local regression models; contrary to a spatially implicit ordinary least
square regression (i.e., with location invariant regression coefficients), a GWR runs an
econometric specification for each location s = 1, . . . , n, as follows:

Y(s) = X(s)B(s) + e(s) (3)

where Y(s) is the dependent variable at location s (i.e., polarization index value), X(s)
includes the selected predictor (i.e., surface area of each enumeration district) at location s,
B(s) includes the regression coefficients, and e(s) is the random error, all being calculated at
location s. As a result, the GWR gave rise to a distribution of local estimated parameters,
namely local slope coefficients and local intercepts [28]. A bi-square nearest neighbor kernel
function [76] was the weighting scheme adopted in this study. Based on these premises,
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we tested for (i) non-significant (p > 0.01) locally adjusted R2 and (ii) non-significant local
slope coefficients. These outcomes reflected spatial stability and internal coherence of
the polarization index following the experimental assumptions presented above. On the
contrary, we expected local intercepts equal to or different from zero, because they capture
the local heterogeneity of the dependent variable (polarization index) irrespective of the
impact of the predictor (size of enumeration districts).

4. Results

Table 2 illustrates the spatial drift of the mean value of the polarization index by
enumeration district as the contiguity order increases, assuming Queen matrices of spatial
contiguity (from the first to the fifth orders) as representative of the spatial structure of the
enumeration districts. The empirical data show how, as the order of contiguity varies, the
mean values of the polarization index associated with the HH and HL clusters change as a
linear function of the contiguity order. In particular, the average values associated with
the central clusters HH decrease linearly with the increase in the contiguity order, while
the average values associated with the transitional clusters HL follow the reverse pattern,
rising weakly with the increase in the order of contiguity and reaching a plateau with the
orders 4 and 5. However, considering the HH and HL clusters together, i.e., assuming
a classification of centrality extended to transitional territories, the mean polarization
index tends to stabilize around values of 2.5 as the contiguity order increases, with modest
differences among contiguity orders. All the other territorial partitions deriving from the
classification of the enumeration districts showed particularly stable mean values of the
polarization index as the contiguity order varies.

Table 2. Average value of the polarization index at the enumeration district scale by spatial clustering
classification (HH: high–high, LL: low–low; LH: low–high; and HL: high–low).

Contiguity
Order HH HL Insignificant LH LL

1 4.76 1.28 0.65 0.26 0.16
2 3.65 1.51 0.64 0.26 0.18
3 3.22 1.58 0.65 0.25 0.19
4 2.99 1.62 0.66 0.25 0.20
5 2.82 1.63 0.67 0.25 0.20

4.1. Spatial Clustering

The enumeration districts classified with an insignificant spatial structure (i.e., un-
polarized from the point of view of commuting patterns) have values of the polarization
index systematically lower than unity (0.64–0.67), thus indicating a weak drift toward eco-
nomic marginality (about 65 incoming workers out of 100 outcoming workers, on average).
These values resulted to be stable as a function of the contiguity order, indicating that
the definition of polarized space deriving from LISA was not influenced by the spatial
neighborhood. The enumeration districts classified as ‘peripheral’ (LL clusters) had an
average polarization index close to 0.2. This means that, in such locations, the inflow of
commuters was systematically lower than the outflow (on average 20 workers entered
for 100 workers who left the place), thus reflecting the ‘economic repulsion’ of such terri-
tories regardless of the structure of the spatial environment; in other words, the average
polarization index remained completely stable as the contiguity order varied. Finally,
the transitional enumeration districts classified as ‘intermediate-peripheral’ (LH clusters)
showed equally stable mean values of the polarization index that ranged between 0.25 and
0.26, evidencing economically marginal territories where, on average, 25 workers entered
out of 100 who left.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the classification of the Italian territory based on
LISA clustering of the polarization index, considering an order of spatial contiguity of
the Queen matrix equal to 1. Most of the Italian territory was classified as nonpolarized,
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in line with the underlying assumptions of the index. These territories coincide with an
intermediate economic space, both in mountainous areas and in the most accessible places.
On the contrary, the greatest level of polarization was observed in coastal areas and in flat
inland areas with greater infrastructural development. Central clusters concentrated in
metropolitan areas and basically revealed their fine-scale geography using enumeration
districts. Peripheral clusters were more scattered throughout the Italian territory being close
to metropolitan areas and functionally linked to central areas. A small number of peripheral
clusters, however, were geographically more remote, i.e., belonging to more marginal
districts from an economic point of view. This spatial pattern reflects the geographical
outcomes deriving from short-range and medium-range mobility patterns.
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4.2. Descriptive Statistics of the Polarization Index

The statistical distribution of the enumeration districts (frequency, total population,
and land size) is illustrated in Table 3. The results of the descriptive analysis indicate,
as expected, that the number of central areas corresponding with the HH clusters of the
neighboring districts (i.e., characterized by systematically high values of the polarization
index) was relatively low (33 thousands), more than doubling when moving from the first
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order to the fifth order Queen contiguity spatial matrix. This pattern was in line with the
reduction in the average polarization index shown in Table 2.

Table 3. The number of enumeration districts, total population, and surface area therein, by spatial
clustering and contiguity order.

Contiguity
Order

Insignificant
Absolute Number Insignificant Index Number (Cont.Order 1 = 100)

HH LL LH HL HH LL LH HL

Enumeration district (number)
1 322,032 33,199 25,910 7995 13,276 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 272,794 49,100 39,520 16,115 24,883 84.7 147.9 152.5 201.6 187.4
3 228,474 64,002 49,280 24,274 36,382 70.9 192.8 190.2 303.6 274.0
4 195,686 73,232 56,707 30,925 45,862 60.8 220.6 218.9 386.8 345.4
5 172,524 78,642 61,922 35,773 53,551 53.6 236.9 239.0 447.4 403.4

Total population (1000 inhabitants)
1 47,259 2327 6387 1899 1562 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 40,074 3513 9050 4032 2764 84.8 150.9 141.7 212.4 177.0
3 34,241 4243 11,343 5842 3765 72.5 182.3 177.6 307.7 241.1
4 29,559 4722 13,290 7184 4679 62.5 202.9 208.1 378.4 299.6
5 25,901 5051 14,805 8201 5476 54.8 217.0 231.8 432.0 350.6

Surface area (km2)
1 26.573 1.717 1.116 247 550 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 22.565 4.069 1.924 522 1.123 84.9 237.0 172.5 211.2 204.2
3 18.409 6.562 2.521 830 1.880 69.3 382.2 226.0 336.2 341.8
4 15.915 7.660 2.996 1.071 2.560 59.9 446.1 268.6 433.7 465.5
5 14.184 8.242 3.368 1.260 3.149 53.4 480.0 301.9 510.2 572.5

The increase in the polarization index characteristic of the HH clusters was associated
with a progressive decrease in the number of enumeration districts classified as HH clusters.
Based on these results, it seems not appropriate to select an a priori level of centrality,
assuming it as a function of the contiguity order. In the exploratory context characteristic
of our approach, a specific level of centrality finely tuned with the geography of the
polarization index can be selected or, alternatively, a linear function that links the level of
centrality with the contiguity order can be defined, e.g., by comparing different spatial
configurations of LISA at varying contiguity orders.

4.3. Geographically Weighted Regression

The results of the GWR indicate a negligible effect of the enumeration district size
as a predictor of the polarization index (global adjusted R2 = 0.05), with the local R2 and
local slope coefficients close to zero (p > 0.05). These findings suggest the validity of the
working hypothesis (i.e., the null impact of the predictor on the dependent variable) and
confirm (i) the inexistence (or the nonrelevance) of the MAUP effects at the investigated
spatial scale and (ii) the substantial stability of the polarization index across the different
typologies of the enumeration districts (e.g., rural vs. urban). An indirect confirmation
of this assumption came from the spatial distribution of the standardized local intercepts,
indicating spatial heterogeneity irrespective of the predictor’s impact. The spatial distri-
bution of the standardized local intercepts in the three exemplificative landscape scenes
(i.e., the metropolitan regions of Milan, Rome, and Naples—the three largest cities in Italy)
are illustrated in Figure 4. These maps delineate positive and significant values of the
local intercept in correspondence with the three cities (Milan, Rome, and Naples), indi-
rectly delineating central locations irrespective of the size of the enumeration districts and
confirming the spatial stability and internal coherence of the polarization index.
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correspond with downtown settlements in all examples (arrow indicates the North).

5. Discussion

In recent times, the notion of central locations was broadly debated under different
disciplinary perspectives—from urban geography and spatial planning to regional eco-
nomics and rural sociology—often becoming a cross-cutting issue in between research
and policy [36]. The consensus is still limited on the operational delimitation of cities and
metropolitan regions [30]. More importantly, there is a different definition of the admin-
istrative boundaries of a city and its effective integration into a broader area. Intensively
urbanized areas may transcend the administrative boundaries and should be considered as
individual cities despite their administrative/governance settings [39]. The operational de-
limitation of centers and suburbs that takes part in (more or less) articulated city networks
at different spatial scales was regarded as another complex task [42].

Intended as central locations, places that are most successful in attracting people
require transportation infrastructure and services to meet the expanding demand of the
resident population [46]. Following this rationale, the locations from which people leave
daily moving to work are assumed as urban centralities [13]. There are several strands
of literature dealing with urban centrality, the first focusing on the physical definition
and delimitation of central locations and the second addressing the phenomenology and
manifestation of negative and positive (economic) externalities [32]. In this regard, the main
issues examined in the recent literature concern transport efficiency [89], pollution [90],
and energy efficiency [91].

Different methodologies delineating the central and peripheral areas are the result of
vastly different analysis solutions investigating the presence of services and the extent of
market areas, basically referring to the Christaller and Losch theories of the spatial localiza-
tion of industries [41]. A generalization of these approaches allows a refined analysis of the
complex system of relationships among urban centers, giving room to an operational dis-
crimination of monocentric or polycentric models reflecting regional settlement structures
or the characteristics of specific local development paths [18]. Accordingly, the position (or
status) of a central location in a given urban network is a function of the physical distance
or, more generally, depends on the spatial structure of the neighbors [26].The identification
of different settlement types thus implies the estimation of a metric discriminating central
from peripheral locations (and, possibly, the intermediate space in between) as a function
of physical distance or the intrinsic spatial structure [92].

In this line of thinking, the present work investigated commuting patterns at a submu-
nicipal level (enumeration district) providing a novel (functional) approach to centrality
and periphery [37], being inspired by an official statistics experience (held by the Italian
National Statistical Institute, Istat) that responded to a normative design and pressing
demand for territorial indicators. Considering commuting patterns, this analysis indi-
rectly focuses on patterns and processes of local development [21]. To address such issues,
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our approach runs a spatial clustering of a polarization index quantifying home-to-work
daily travels [92]. The procedure delineates submunicipal (homogeneous) areas (bigger
than enumeration districts) that are considered sinks (centers) or sources (peripheries) of
commuter flows [31].

Taken together, these results demonstrate how the choice of the spatial neighborhood
(contiguity order) did not affect the functional classification of a given territory deriving
from the analysis of LISA spatial clusters. This is always true in our data with the sole
exception of central locations (corresponding with HH clusters) and, in part, of ‘transitional’
central–intermediate locations (HL clusters). The identification of these specific territorial
aggregations (HH and HL clusters) depends on the contiguity order chosen within the
spatial matrix adopted for computation [52]). Higher contiguity orders include districts
with a low average level of centrality and, conversely, delineate extended central areas.
The approach proposed in this work, therefore, highlights how the definition of peripheral,
peripheral in transition, and nonpolarized territories is not influenced by the spatial neigh-
borhood and therefore does not depend on the function associated with the geographical
matrix used in the LISA analysis [80].

These findings indirectly document the internal stability of the territorial partition
and the reliability of the polarization index, confirming the goodness of representation and
the internal coherence of the chosen observation scale [93]. On the contrary, the level of
centrality seems to depend on the structure of the spatial environment, reflecting a greater
polarization associated with territorial [26]. Therefore, the identification of central areas
needs to fix a priori an average level of centrality or, alternatively, to study the variability
of this measure as a function of different spatial structures [23], as proposed in this work.
These results suggest the importance of modeling complex indicators of centrality as a
function of both their dependence on the global spatial scale and on the local structure of
the spatial neighborhood [29].

The appropriateness of using commuter flows as a basic indicator of spatial polar-
ization that reflects both central and peripheral locations is finally documented in a vast
number of earlier studies in the field of official statistics—only partly referring to the cen-
tral location theory [94]. Commuting was widely investigated to identify socioeconomic
processes oriented along (and influenced by) the center–periphery gradient [95]. In an
attempt to delineate Functional Urban Areas (FUAs) taken as a relevant spatial domain,
peripheral districts of high-density clusters were identified on the basis of the percent
share of workers commuting into this district of the total commuters [96–98]. Core districts
were identified as a cluster of neighbor spatial partitions with population densities above
1500 inhabitants [99–101]. The definitions of Inland Areas operationally adopted in official
statistics (and variably developed by European governments as a tool for defining central
and marginal areas as a function of accessibility) follow the same rationale [12,102,103].

For instance, the operational definition of travel to work areas, or local labor systems—
an important spatial aggregate in official statistics—also derived from these assumptions
and practical issues [44]. One of the first empirical applications to identify local labor
systems in Italy dated back to the 1980s when, likely for the first time in continental
Europe—apart from the exception of the United Kingdom—they were derived from a
commuting matrix using microdata from population censuses [96,104,105]. This exercise
also identified core cities together with the related urban hierarchy at a broader spatial
scale [35]. Core cities were assumed as the center of human activities, a development node
distinctive from the surrounding periphery [16]. Taken as a dominant factor in economic
development [41], accessibility and, consequently, commuting patterns thus became a key
to operationally define functional areas [38].

6. Conclusions

The purpose of our analysis was to show that the centrality index proposed by the
Italian Parliamentary Commission may have some operational pitfalls at small spatial
scales (i.e., with high-resolution data). In fact, the municipal figures of this index represent
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an ‘average’ socioeconomic context deriving from heterogeneous socioeconomic outcomes
at the local scale. The use of more detailed observation scales (e.g., enumeration districts)
imposes a modification of the index, moving to a spatially explicit approach to economic
polarization. However, if the practical use of such indexes at the municipal (or coarser)
scales is difficult because of the spatial variability, an extensive use at smaller scales is
also problematic because of the intrinsic fragmentation of the economic space. The LISA
approach represents an interesting compromise allowing the definition of spatial clusters
with homogeneous values of the polarization index derived from a process of spatial
addition of neighboring districts. Looking at the LISA clusters (basically the HH and LL
clusters) provides a dynamic view of local (i.e., municipal and submunicipal) centralities
and peripheries. By defining the true geography of the central and peripheral locations
at the local scale and a more coherent spatial pattern at the national scale, this approach
provides a comprehensive framework for the analysis of population, settlement, and
mobility demand. See Appendix A.
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